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About This Game

Have you ever had this weird feeling, that the parallel world really exist? What if the door to that forbidden place hides in your
bookshelf? Your mother used to be a covert chronicle keeper - a guardian that supports the stable connection between both

worlds. After the sudden attack of evil force, you are the only one, who can save her. Do you have what it takes to keep up with
family tradition? One book can change a life forever... Be brave enough to read the Chronicle Keepers: Dreaming Garden!

 2 parallel worlds - the gem makes you see, what's unseen

 huge amount of well-thought-out side quests

 thrilling storyline

 breathtaking graphics and fabulous soundtrack

 17 Hidden Objects scenes and over 45 different, magical locations
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Title: Chronicle Keepers: The Dreaming Garden
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Novaq Games
Publisher:
Novaq Games
Release Date: 11 Jun, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3 / Vista / 7 / 8

Processor: Pentium 4 2.4 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 128MB DirectX 9.0c compatible

Storage: 1600 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatble

English
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chronicle keepers the dreaming garden lösung. chronicle keepers the dreaming garden free download. chronicle keepers the
dreaming garden collector's edition. chronicle keepers the dreaming garden. chronicle keepers the dreaming garden review.
chronicle keepers the dreaming garden walkthrough. chronicle keepers the dreaming garden русификатор

This game is a nice little hidden object game. The voice overs are well done and the graphics not bad for an older game. I played
it on my wide screen and it is a bit pixelated (especially the cut scenes), but nothing that would stop you from really enjoying the
game. Also it has Steam achievements and cards for a great low price considering it's a collector's edition.

* Keep in mind people that most if not all the HOG's on Steam are not new (they are only new to Steam). This one is from 2014
originally. If you ever have any doubts before buying a HOG on Steam reference Big Fish where most of these games originate.
The reviews for this one go back to 2014. So for a 2 year old game it's not bad on current PC's (at least in my opinion).. Nobody
likes Atto... All the robots are rude to him :(

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fc3wGwZs8nQ. made me pull my hair out. This was my favorite Spy Fox game when I was
a kid. I had been thinking about it a lot lately and decided to purchase it for the full price instead of waiting on it to go on sale
like I do for the other Humongous Entertainment games and it's worth every penny.. Very short (about 15 minutes) but
interesting puzzle game. I can not tell very much because that would destroy the playthrough. I like it very much. The price is
too high for that playtime. I recommend the game, but i would not pay the full price.. Worst game ive ever bought lol, Farming
simulator but 100 times worse haha!
. When I played this game 20-22 years ago It seemed great fun, but it's not held up very well. There are some good bits still, and
a few puzzles that do make sense, but a lot that don't which was kind of how it worked back then. Unless you're mad for retro
point and click, and it is on a sale, don't bother.

. dumb game no point to it the and you can not read the print in the game for what your selling. It plays about how you would
expect. Gameplay is pretty much as in-the-box as you can get and feels very simplistic. It's probably not something you're going
to want to play for anything more than an hour, but nothing about Sparkle 3 Genesis is actually bad.

It's not a bad game to play in the background, but it's definitely not a game to which you would want to dedicate a significant
amount of attention.. my review will change when the game will change.
it has potential , this is why i dont refund.
but for now the traduction is not good, many glitches and not enough documentation.
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An actually really funny... action puzzle game? Basically you're constantly in mortal danger and you have to find a way to save
yourself, which will put you in other timed peril. You enter the town because you're dehydrated, you drink from the fountain,
your dehydration is cured but now you're poisoned because a snake bit you! You ask for antivenom from the hospital, but the
side effect is diarrhea! And so on. The animation and artstyle is super smooth, and the music that keep getting more panicky as
your situation get more dire is perfect.

My only problem is that there isn't a clear goal on what you're supposed to do, but from checking around, I assume the goal is
that there is some specific combination of perils that will let you win the game.. I agree with the other reviews which praise this
as a very relaxing game.

Once I took my keyboard and threw it out the window, shattering both into a million pieces, I felt very relaxed.

51\/50 would destroy personal property again.. This is a fairly simple math puzzle game where you have to get the sums in all
rows and columns to match the required values by shifting around the numbers in the grid. There are twenty puzzles in all with
the first six and last four being pretty easily, the 13-16th set can be difficult or not so bad depending on what the target values
are (extreme positive and negatives tend to make it easier). The second row of puzzles can be pretty difficult and I often
resorted to leaving it and coming back to get a new set of random numbers/puzzles to see if I got an easier set.

Generally the interface is limited but functional, but somewhat annoyingly it forgets if you turn the sound off the next time you
play, the graphics are not great but they do the job, the storyline was forgettable, although a couple of times the cat's reaction
did get a slight chuckle, and there isn't really any variety in the gameplay/puzzles. If you like these sorts of puzzles and given the
low price tag it is probably just barely a recommendation.. Me and another dude (enemy) dropping in the same place, he picks
up a "hand-cannon" which literally is a HAND CANNON, I pick up a medieval knight shield. He shoots once and falls, I jump
on him and bash him with the shield in the head while he can't get up.

11/10 funny moments.
10/10 Would pick up shields over anything.. This is a review for the heroes rise series rather than just this game.

I first played heroes rise on a recommendation from a friend. I'd played text based choice games before and expected this to be
another half hour distractionwith choices impacting minimally on the outcome. I could not have been more mistaken. The
amount of care given to both the story and the characters had me so involved in the game that the friend who had origionally
introduced me to the game advised me to play a little less as I had taken to using the term 'slugger' in everyday speech. This
game is beautifully crafted and will force you to make some heart wrenching decisions. (apart from the one to punch Jury in the
face, you'll find that one comes fairly naturally.). This game has unique, beautiful and polished art style, interesting lore and
engaging plot. I loved every minute of exploring the enigmatic palace. Puzzles were the right amount of complexity for me too.

Sound design is minimalistic, but quite clever. My only complaint about the game would probably be the music, or the lack of it
really. As a musician, i cannot but think how this game would benefit from simple but authentic music, like oud or ney taksims,
or mid eastern percussion layers, maybe something of this kind:
Ney flute music\t

I'd recommend this game for you if you enjoy artwork, atmosphere and exploring in games. This is probably not the game for
you if you expect fast paced action.

My thanks to developers for the great experience!
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